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Abstract. The realization of high-end mobile applications, such as virtual organization (VO), are 
becoming reality due to the enhanced wireless communication bandwidth, reliability and services 
offered by WWW. However, the general-purpose operating systems are not completely capable to 
handle the challenges of mobile computing paradigm. The novel concept of mobile distributed 
virtual memory (MDVM) extends the server CPU and memory resources to the mobile clients over 
the mobile communication interface in the VO framework.  In this paper, the architecture and 
associated model of MDVM system are described.     
Keywords: Mobile computing, Operating Systems, Virtual Memory, Distributed Computing. 

 
 

1 Introduction 
 
Mobile computing is becoming a reality due to the availability of portable computing devices 
having access to WWW [9]. The mobile computing paradigm has created a set of high-end 
mobile applications such as, m-commerce, SES [6] and virtual organization [7], which need the 
support of operating system to meet the challenges offered by mobile computing paradigm. Due 
to the limitation in battery power, mobile devices are limited in hardware resources [11] and 
operate in doze mode to reduce power requirement [2][10]. The existing wireless 
communication technology is restricted in terms of bandwidth and reliability [10]. Because of 
these restrictions, mobile computers limit the nature of user applications [2][10]. The existing 
operating systems offer very little support for managing and adapting to the mobile computation 
paradigm [1][3]. The trends in future technological advancements indicate that the wireless 
communication bandwidth and reliability will be enhanced [6]. Researchers argue that resource-
thin mobile computers should utilize remote server based resources in order to support mobile 
applications [4][5]. It is reported that the remote memory on servers could be utilized in mobile 
computing system [8]. As a novel approach, the concept of mobile distributed virtual memory 
(MDVM) is introduced to enable mobile clients exploiting server resources using mobile 
communication network [13]. The MDVM system will reduce the resource constraints of 
mobile devices to a great extent, and will help to realize a set of mobile applications in virtual 
organization framework [13]. The MDVM system allows mobile clients to utilize server CPU 
and memory for data cache and process execution purposes [13].  In virtual organization 
architecture, mobile clients can utilize server memory as a large and reliable data cache. On the 
other hand, mobile clients can use server CPU, virtual memory and other devices by initiating 
remote processes on the server. The prior works on remote paging to realize distributed virtual 
memory (DVM) aim to utilize the high-speed network for paging rather than the local disk 
space assuming static network topology. Such assumptions are not applicable to MDVM 
system. Unlike the monolithic kernel-based MDVM system, the DVM system designs base on 
the user-space pager server of microkernel architecture. Researchers have directed to modify the 
kernel of operating system to handle the challenges of mobile computing in an efficient manner 
[12]. The MDVM design considers the monolithic kernel of a general-purpose operating 
system. The monolithic kernel architecture offers enhanced performance as compared to the 
microkernel by reducing context switch frequency, TLB misses and instruction count [15]. The 

 



inclusion of MDVM within the kernel offers the benefits of user transparency, performance, 
flexibility and greater control on system resources. This paper describes the architecture and an 
abstract model of MDVM system. We are currently designing and implementing the MDVM 
system in Linux kernel 2.4.22. The paper is organized as followings. The trends in future 
technological directions in mobile communication and devices along with their limitations are 
described in section 2. Section 3 introduces the MDVM system architecture. Section 4 describes 
the model of the MDVM system. Section 5 and 6 state the background work and conclusion 
respectively. 
 

2 Technological Trends and Limits 
 
The trend in the modern computer industry is to produce mobile computers [14]. Due to rapid 
development in hardware technology, the mobile computers are getting equipped with powerful 
microprocessors, high-speed network capabilities and other resources. The next generation 
mobile communication technology will be 3G and 4G as proposed in industry such as NTT 
DoCoMo [6]. The proposed capabilities of 3G and 4G mobile communication technologies are 
described in Table 1 [13]. The 3G and 4G mobile communication technology will offer 
significantly higher wireless communication bandwidth and reliability as compared to 2.5G [6]. 
A set of restrictions that would exist in future is: (1) Limitation of computing time and 
peripheral devices due to power consumption [8], (2) Unavailability of secondary storage as a 
peripheral of mobile devices, (3) Performance limitation of FLASH memory, (4) Physical 
specifications of mobile devices are to be lightweight and small in size, and (5) The cost of 
wireless communication bandwidth is high. The MDVM concept extends the server resources to 
mobile clients using mobile communication interface to reduce the resource constraints of 
mobile devices.  

 
Table 1. 3G and 4G Mobile Communication Technology Capabilities. 

 
Technology 3rd Generation (3G) 4th Generation (4G) 
Speed 384Kbps – 2Mbps 100Mbps 
Applications Voice, email, video-on-

demand, multimedia 
Voice, high-speed internet access, high-
resolution video, IPv6 

 
3 MDVM System Architecture 
 
3.1 Dynamic Server-Group 
 
The MDVM design concept considers a group of servers connected by high-speed wired 
network residing within the cells. The servers offer MDVM as services to mobile clients 
through the wireless network. The MDVM servers form a server-group (SG) as shown in Figure 
1. Individual servers in a SG serve the mobile clients in the corresponding cell. The members of 
a SG elect a leader and co-leader to perform the periodic tasks in a SG. Such tasks are 
comprised of keeping the overall status of the SG-members, resource allocation history and to 
keep the replica of storage segments of MDVM located on other members of SG as a fault 
tolerance mechanism. The co-leader assumes the responsibility of the leader if the leader 
crashes. This eliminates the necessity of “stop and leader-reelection” in the system at any point 
of time due to leader crash. On the other hand, the co-leader shares the load on a leader 
eliminating the problem of central point of load concentration along with the saturation of 
network bandwidth around the leader. The members of a SG are required to handle the memory 
migration from another SG requiring inter-SG communication system. The 4G mobile networks 

 



standard supports protocol conversion techniques. This enables the two SGs to communicate 
using TCP/IP protocol stack over the high bandwidth wired link.  
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Figure 1. The Server Groups and Mobile Clients. 
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using the TCP/IP interface controlled by PGWM. Similarly, the servers in SG can reach 
corporate LAN and Internet via i-Gateway interface. The inter-SG communication is based on 
TCP/IP interface controlled by PGWM. 
 
4 Placing MDVM in Monolithic Kernel 
 
The MDVM is designed as a dynamically loadable kernel-module functioning as a kernel 
subsystem. No special hardware is involved with the design of MDVM system. MDVM device 
architecture creates the infrastructure within the monolithic kernel to exploit CPU and memory 
resources by offering them to the mobile clients. This indicates that MDVM, as a software 
subsystem, can be treated as a capability enhancement of a monolithic kernel to suit it in the 
mobile computing paradigm. The architecture of a typical monolithic kernel containing MDVM 
system is shown in Figure 3.  
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connected by high-speed wired network supporting TCP/IP protocol stack. The MDVM system 
software module is placed within the kernel of all the servers offering MDVM services. The 
MDVM modules, as active entities in a cell, form the logical ring topology for communication 
and resource management purposes as shown in Figure 4. The mobile clients may reach the 
MDVM modules utilizing interface of protocol conversion supported by 3G and 4G 
communications standard. On the other hand, a MDVM module can communicate to other 
MDVM module using TCP/IP protocol over wired network. The messages among MDVM 
modules and mobile clients are mainly comprised of two types. These are the short message 
data packets and relatively large memory pages. The MDVM system servers consider the page 
size of 4KB. This is because the maximum transmission unit (MTU) of the packets over TCP/IP 
Ethernet link is in the order of 1.5KB. The larger the page size, the more are the fragmentation 
and joining of packets at source and destination respectively. This will lead to the increased 
network traffic, bandwidth saturation and computation overhead at source and destination. The 
MDVM modules residing in the kernel of servers elect a leader and a co-leader. This indicates 
that the MDVM modules in a server-group create three classes: leader MDVM, co-leader 
MDVM and member MDVM as shown in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4. MDVM System Network. 
 

The member MDVM modules offer the memory and CPU resources of the local servers to the 
mobile clients. The leader and co-leader MDVM modules maintain the replica of storage 
segment pages of MDVM offered by the member modules on the local disk. In addition, the 
leader module and co-leader module maintain the information about the operational status of the 
ring such as, number of active servers in a ring and the resource-loads on the servers. The 
update of such information is done periodically by members-initiated manner. The co-leader 

 



MDVM module of a ring automatically assumes the responsibility of the leader on the detection 
that the leader MDVM server is crashed. This will eliminate the necessity of complete system 
halt in order to elect a new leader in the ring on the face of leader failure. The election of the 
new co-leader will be started as soon as the former co-leader will assume the job of the leader. 
The election of a new co-leader can be done concurrently without halting all the members in the 
ring. In addition, the leader module diverts a part of the traffic to the co-leader if the load on the 
leader crosses a certain pre-computed threshold. This in a way increases the data cache 
availability due to the fact that the co-leaders also maintain a copy of the replica of cache pages 
handed over by the leader periodically. The communication paths involved in the MDVM 
system architecture can be between the two MDVM modules in the ring or between a module 
and the mobile clients as shown in Figure 4. 
 
4.1 Required Kernel Subsystems 
 
The MDVM system offers CPU and memory resources of the server to the mobile clients. In 
order to utilize memory efficiently, the MDVM system swaps cache pages to the local disk 
according to the page access patterns of mobile clients. It is better to swap the cache pages held 
in RAM on the local disk in order to free the page frames if the mobile clients holding such 
cache are inactive for sufficiently long time. The MDVM module uses RAM, CPU, network 
device and disk drive of a system in order to perform the required tasks. The kernel of the 
operating systems running on mobile devices map a part of the virtual memory as remote pages 
accessible through wireless communication network. The monolithic kernel of the server 
operating system can be subdivided in a number of subsystems: memory manager (MM), file 
system (FS), scheduler, process dispatcher (Exec), block device manager and stream device 
manager. The MDVM system module is placed within the kernel of the server operating system 
having interfaces to MM, FS, scheduler and network device. The access to the network device is 
designed by using the stream device manager interface because the network device is a class of 
stream device. The diagram showing interfaces between MDVM subsystem and the other 
subsystems of a monolithic kernel is depicted in Figure 5.  The MDVM subsystem maintains 
the interface with the process scheduler in order to estimate CPU load, schedule a remote 
process execution and control or monitor the state of execution of remote processes started by 
mobile clients. The estimation of memory-load is done periodically. The interface with memory 
manager is used to allocate page frames to the mobile clients for the data cache. Because of the 
higher disk access latency, the cache pages of active clients will be prevented from being 
swapped out by the virtual memory manager of the kernel. The swapping of cache pages are 
done by the MDVM system based on the page access pattern of mobile clients. Hence, the 
interface to the local FS is required by the MDVM system in order to manage the swap space on 
local disk separately from that of the swap space managed by the virtual memory manager of 
kernel. The interface between the network device and MDVM will be required to maintain 
network communication activities using TCP/IP on wired network. The wired network to the 
wireless network protocol conversion is handled by the cellular communication infrastructure. 
 
4.2 Modeling MDVM Architecture 
 
The memory management system of the operating systems can be modelled with abstract and 
precise formalism in order to represent the design architecture [39][40]. The abstract modeling 
of the system architecture and memory management mechanisms allow the generalization of the 
concept and the easiness of understanding without tying up to a particular kind of 
implementation [38][39][40]. In this section, the abstract model of the MDVM system 
architecture is formulated. One of the main components of the MDVM system architecture is 
the server group (SG). Each server in a SG offers a set of pages from its virtual address space to 

 



the mobile clients in order to fulfil the storage and execution space needs of the clients. Let, the 
set of server groups in a MDVM system architecture is represented by Sg such that, Sg = {g1, g2, 
….gb}. There is no constraint on the gi meaning that ∀gi, gj ∈ Sg, either gi=gj or 
gi≠gj. Let z be a MDVM server and z ∈ gi. Let Vz = 〈0, 1, 2, ….,G-1〉 is the set of virtual 
addresses available at z. The virtual address spaces can be segmented or paged. The MDVM 
system design model considers the paged virtual memory management system. A page pz is 
consisting of a set of addresses Ez = {ej | 0 ≤ j < |pz|} residing at z such that pz ⊂ Vz. Let nz 
represents the total number of virtual memory pages available at z. The page frames of a system 
are generally numbered and indexed in the page frame table. If all the page frames of z are 
numbed by f then, ∀ej ∈ Ez, ej = f.pz+q, 0 ≤ q < pz and f = 0, 1, 2, …., h. Hence, a page pz 
residing at z can be given by the ordered pair 〈f, q〉. The address map is the function to translate 
the virtual addresses into the physical memory addresses. Let βt is such a function translating 
the memory addresses for the entire time space t. Then, βt can be computed as, βt: vz→ 〈f, q〉 ∪ 
{φ} where vz ⊆ Vz. The set of page frames residing at z can be given as, Pz

M = {pw  0 ≤ w ≤ m-
1, m>0}. According to the definition of the virtual memory, the set of virtual address pages 
available at z can be computed as, Pz

V = Pz
M ∪ Sz and  Pz

V = nz. The set of pages Sz = {d0, d1, 
…,du-1} represents the swap space at MDVM server z, where u = nz- Pz

M+1. If the function 
r(gi) computes the total amount of virtual memory resource of the server group gi ∈ Sg then, 
r(gi) = ∪i=1, c Pi

V such that c =  gi. 
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and the δP
T maps the virtual addresses for process execution on MDVM servers as requested by 

the client. The definitions of the δD and δP
T functions are given as, δD : Pz

V → Pz
M and δP

T : Pz
V 

→ (αr
k x Pz

V) ∪ {φ} such that, βt(α ⊆ αr
k) ∈ pz and pz ∈ Pz

M. Let B ∈ [0, 1] represents the state 
of the set of cache pages of k maintained at z. The values in B indicate whether the data cache 
pages are swappable or not. The values in B make it possible to either realize a binary logic or a 
multi-valued logic to recognize the state of the cache pages. Suppose, the function fC

T is 
performed by T for the cache pages such that fC

T : vc
k → ({δD(vc

k)} ∪ L) x B, where L ⊂ Pz
M ∪ 

{φ}. The symbol L signifies a set of page frames that are mapped by D but not used by T. 
Hence, L can be considered as a list of mapped free page frames. The list is maintained in order 
to enhance the memory utilization by keeping track of the previously mapped but unused page 
frames, if any. Suppose, at time instant t, L ≠ φ. This indicates that in the next time space t+, the 
memory map performed by δD and the residue in L cannot be overlapped, i.e. {δD(vc

k)}∩L = φ. 
Due to the mobility and limitation of battery power of clients or due to the change in the state of 
the wireless communication, a mobile client may go into doze mode or may get disconnected 
from the MDVM server z. Let Hz is the set of disk swap spaces at z maintained by T, Hz ⊄ Sz. 
Then, the function fS

T is defined as, fS
T : Pz

M x B → Hz. Thus, the cache page map of MDVM 
system, δC

T, can be realized as a composition of functions given by (fS
T ο fC

T). In the time space 
t, the virtual memory vc

k may reside in page frames or in disk swap space depending on the state 
of the mobile client. 
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Figure 6. MDVM Architecture Model. 

 

4.3 Memory Utilization vs. Page Fault Frequency 
 
The page fault is a phenomenon that occurs when a process tries to access a page not resident in 
main memory. The mobile clients in Cz can request a set of pages for the data cache. Let, n is 
the number of pages requested by a mobile client. If n = 1, then a single page fault will be 
enough to allocate a page frame to the client. However, for n>1 there may exist two possible 
outcomes. Suppose, m = log2n for some m∈Ζ, m>0. In this case, mapping of n pages will incur 
n page faults if the memory manager allocates a single page frame at a time. However, the 
modern operating systems allow the buddy allocation algorithm where n number of such page 
frames would be allocated in a single page fault. On the other hand, if p = log2n and m = p 
where p∈R+, then allocating n pages one by one will still incur n page faults. On the contrary, 
use of buddy algorithm will create the possibility of memory under-utilization as n<2m. The 
amount of under-utilization is (2m – n). The list L can hold (2m – n) pages for future use. The 
page fault frequency (PFF) is considered as the deterrent to the overall system performance. 
Hence, to reduce PFF to a lower level, δD may map 2m page frames, and T may maintain list L. 
The T may try to utilize the page frames from L in subsequent future requests until L = φ. It is 
interesting to note that if L becomes very large, then it may lead to considerable amount of the 
memory waste although the PFF will be reduced substantially. Hence, the memory management 

 



algorithm employed in MDVM system should try to balance the reduction of PFF and 
enhancement of the memory resource utilization by keeping |L| as much low as possible while 
reducing PFF. 
 
5 Related Work 
 
Prior works have addressed the issues in operating system related to mobility in the area of file 
systems [16][17][18], data management [19][11][20][21] and network-layer routing protocols 
addressing schemes and packet filtering [22][23][24]. Other works include issues related to 
caching and file system [16][18][25][26] and mobile communication system [27][28][29]. The 
existing DVM system [30] does not provide an easy way to dynamically use and share DVM 
resources preserving transparency, adaptability and extensibility [31]. The DVM system 
becomes non-scalable under the condition of mobility of clients. The DVM system design bases 
on the external pager-server in the microkernel. The remote paging concept employed in DVM 
assumes that network bandwidth is high and network topology is static and both the 
clients/servers are equipped with adequate RAM and disk drive. Such assumptions are not 
applicable in the MDVM system design. The bandwidth of existing disk drives is lower than 
that of high-speed network [14][32][33]. The aim of existing DVM system is to investigate the 
performance gain through remote paging over high-speed network. Hence, the performance of 
existing DVM systems is controlled by the network performance [32]. The majority of the 
remote memory paging system ([32][33][34][35]) and the DVM system ([30][31][37][34][36]) 
target to the stationary client-server architectures on wired LAN. However, the issues related to 
the location transparency of the remote memory under mobility, virtual memory management 
under dynamic memory-pressure and virtual memory migration among servers are not 
investigated. The concept of MDVM extending the server resources to the mobile clients did not 
get much attention. It is important to make operating system kernel “mobility aware” to tackle 
challenges of mobile computing. Unlike microkernel, the monolithic kernel offers enhanced 
overall system performance.    
 
6 Conclusion  
 
The MDVM system is intended to meet the resource constraints of the mobile devices by 
extending server resources to the mobile clients over wireless communication network. The 
system architecture, placing the MDVM servers in mobile communication framework, is 
outlined. The designing of MDVM in monolithic kernel will provide user transparency, 
performance, greater control on system resources and required system services. The required 
subsystems of a monolithic kernel in order to design MDVM as a software module are outlined. 
An abstract model of the MDVM system architecture is constructed. The Linux operating 
system is chosen for building experimental prototype of MDVM system because it is a 
monolithic kernel, free source and comparable to other commercial operating systems in terms 
of efficiency. We are currently implementing various building blocks of MDVM system in 
Linux kernel 2.4.22. 
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